### Taken in 1st Year:
- INTG 105: College Success (1-credit)
- INTG 100: Learning Foundations (LF) (most will take in fall, students begin ePortfolio in this course)
- Cultural and Social Difference: Identity (CI) (most will take in spring)

### Taken in 1st or 2nd Year:
- THEO 100: Theological Explorations (TE) (within first 4 semesters)

### Taken at any point over 4 years:
#### Ways of Thinking
- (4 credits in each, max. of 2 courses from 1 department)
- Abstract Structures (AS)
- Artistic Expression (AE)
- Human Experience (HE)
- Natural World (NW)
- Social World (SW)

#### Themes: 3-2-1!
- (3 courses in 1 Theme, in at least 2 departments, at least 1 Thematic Focus)
- Satisfy 1: Justice OR Movement OR Truth

### Likely taken in 3rd or 4th year:
- Theological Integrations (TI) (TI is pre-req)
- Cultural and Social Difference: Systems (CS) (CS is pre-req)

### Taken in 4th year:
- INTG 300: Learning Integrations (LI):
  - INTG 100/205, TE, CI, and thematic coursework are pre-reqs
  - TI, WR are pre or co-reqs
  - Students are encouraged to complete Engagements and Ways of Thinking prior to INTG 300
  - Students complete their ePortfolio in INTG 300

### Tips and tricks:
1. Students only need to take 3 courses in 1 theme, but many students will end up taking courses in multiple themes
2. Most courses have more than 1 designation
3. Most Way of Thinking courses have a Theme; many also have an Engagement or Skill
4. Study Abroad programs offer CS, GL, EX; courses taken at institutions abroad may also satisfy Ways of Thinking, Thematic Encounter, and/or TI
5. 1 AR event is embedded in INTG 100, 1 is embedded in INTG 300; students attend 2 others on their own or in an AR designated course
6. The registrar has a database of approved courses: http://apps.csbsju.edu/registrar/data/cdd OR you can search the catalog on Banner OR check with GECC co-chairs for their records
7. The Integrations Curriculum - Faculty Resources Page - Assessment & ePortfolio webpage has a list of artifacts needed for each designation
8. INTG 205: Transfer Seminar (2-credits) transfer students will satisfy LF and BN requirements in this course